The SCIENCE of Sunfire
FFD™ - Frequency Filtration Design - Every Sunfire engineer knows that the way each
individual frequency relates to another has a significant influence on the fidelity - or level of detail
of the final performance. Our exclusive FFD Technology is what makes the In Wall 8 Amplifier
the perfect soul mate for the In Wall 8 Subwoofer’s prodigious bass capabilities. It’s a win-win
that you’ll appreciate and it takes lows to an all-new high.
StillBass® - When you eliminate the mechanical vibrations normally inherent with all
in-wall subwoofers, you have just one brand remaining: Sunfire. That’s because Sunfire
invented a piece of technology called StillBass. StillBass cancels, or even eliminates those
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mechanical noises from Sunfire’s In Wall subs so that you’re free to turn the sound
up and enjoy the incredible bass experience you’ve always craved. Clean, crisp and
accurate bass that will give your music, movies and games a level of detail you won’t

Still My Sub

get in any other product of its kind.
Smartly Controlled - Sunfire has created a system where the subwoofer,
the amplifier and even the remote control are purpose-built to work together as
just that - a system. Each component complements the other to provide what
we believe are the best performance characteristics possible. And the best
performance is what you think it is - not what anyone else does. Which is
why the Science of Sunfire lets you dial in the sound that’s just right,
with simple-to-use functions designed specifically to tailor the bass to your
mood today - or anytime down the road.
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What Do You Get When You Infuse
Sophistication Into Extreme Performance?
Anti-Shake StillBass® Technology
Keeps peace in the other areas of the home by constraining the bass
sounds to the room in which you place the subwoofer.

Two Active 8” Sunfire Drivers

It Respects Your Senses and Sensibilities

Sunfire’s reputation for the most accurate bass possible makes movies,
music and games sound like you’ve never heard them before.

A Frequency Filtration ‘Class D’ Design Amplifier
Refined over decades of research, this is an amplifier that lets you
truly experience The Science of Sunfire. (See back cover.)

Custom Digital Audio Adjustments
Nobody knows what sounds best to you, other than you. Sunfire’s all
new In Wall 8 System features Professional-grade adjustments that
are perfect for custom installers or audiophiles like yourself.
A 520 Watt vibration-free performance statement designed exclusively for In Wall

You’re reading about the new Sunfire In Wall 8 Subwoofer System,

And since the bass is what makes the biggest difference in your music, movies

applications. Wrapped in a cabinet so thin and sophisticated that you can use

a direct descendent of another Sunfire Juggernaut, the renowned

and games—we think the In Wall 8 System

every one of those Watts with virtually no mechanical vibration whatsoever. And

2700 Watt SubRosa - which holds the title of world’s most powerful

is a force you’ll delight reckoning with.

bass performance that can play your movies, music and games with the kind of

In Wall subwoofer. Period.
Powerful. Thoughtful. Formidable.

accurate reproduction that shows no favoritism.
What allows the Sunfire In Wall 8 to rock your world without
rocking your drywall and your family’s nerves along with
it - is an exclusive Sunfire technology called StillBass®. Originally
Exclusive FFD
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Technology delivers Sunfire’s signature clean, distortion-free bass.

Control all critical
adjustments from
the convenience
of your chair.

Dial in the perfect sound from the comfort of your chair. With the
single push of a button you can switch from movie watching to music
listening—automatically.

That best describes the new
Sunfire In Wall 8 Subwoofer System.
And the only way to experience it is at

designed for the unbridled power of the SubRosa, StillBass allows Sunfire to

your Sunfire dealer. Visit sunfire.com to

pack more power and performance into our In Wall subwoofers than any of

find the closest one to you.

those so-called ‘competitive’ products.

‘Credit Card’ Sized Remote Control with One-Button,
Pre-Programmed Sound Modes

Sunfire’s exclusive
High Back EMF drivers
make really big sound
from really small cabinets.

THE SUNFIRE HRS IN WALL 8 SUBWOOFER SYSTEM
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